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Abstract—Paper documents such as passports, visas and banknotes are frequently checked by inspection of security elements. In particular, optically variable devices such as holograms are important, but difficult to inspect. Augmented Reality can provide all relevant information on standard mobile devices. However, hologram verification on mobiles still takes long and provides lower accuracy than inspection by human individuals using appropriate reference information. We aim to address these drawbacks by automatic matching combined with a special parametrization of an efficient goal-oriented user interface which supports constrained navigation. We first evaluate a series of similarity measures for matching hologram patches to provide a sound basis for automatic decisions. Then a re-parametrized user interface is proposed based on observations of typical user behavior during document capture. These measures help to reduce capture time to approximately 15 s with better decisions regarding the evaluated samples than what can be achieved by untrained users.

Index Terms—Document inspection, holograms, augmented reality, user interfaces, mobile devices.

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of document inspection is to reason about the validity of a document by examination of security elements. Documents of interest are machine-readable travel documents like passports, identification cards and visas, but also checks, vouchers and banknotes. According to a press release by the European Central Bank [8], over half a million counterfeit Euro banknotes were withdrawn in the second half of 2014. This example shows that everyone should be concerned about document counterfeiting and that the public must be educated on how to prevent fraud in everyday cash payment.

A large variety of security features can be incorporated into the substrate of a security document, printed on top, or added as a separate element, sometimes as an additional foil over the entire document. A subset of those features are called optically variable devices (OVD). They have distinct visual properties, which change considerably when varying the viewing angle or the position of incident light sources. Often referred to as holograms by the public, their unauthorized reproduction, but also their verification are challenging tasks. Van Renesse [28] states that, according to the International Hologram Manufacturers Association (IHMA), there have never been any accurate copies of well-designed authentication holograms. Fake documents usually employ substitutes instead of counterfeit holograms.

While trained individuals can identify the majority of fake documents and holograms within a few seconds (according to a domain expert we have consulted), lay people inspect holograms on security documents just by looking for changes in appearance or the pure presence of rainbow colors. This has no particular value regarding security [28]. First level inspection of holograms is currently based on printed guides, which are often issued by public authorities. This requires an individual to find all relevant patterns listed in a manual by looking at the hologram. However, these manuals often lack an indication on the viewing direction and do not specify requirements on lighting conditions. Also, in real-world situations, manuals are not always at hand, so users fall back to solely looking for appearance changes. In general, there is a tendency to reject questionable documents instead of learning how to inspect them properly [28]. Therefore, the development of tools and algorithms for the automatic detection and verification of holograms by laypeople deserves our interest.

Augmented Reality (AR) can help with inspecting holograms. However, such an approach poses unique challenges regarding image capture, matching and, in particular, user guidance, resulting in high temporal and cognitive effort [11]. Using carefully designed user interfaces along with automatic recording and matching of hologram patches, the efficiency of the process can be improved, but temporal effort is still long and the overall accuracy is limited compared to manual decisions [10]. This impedes any real-world application of mobile hologram verification.

As the main contribution of this work, we provide a thorough evaluation of matching behavior in order to select a suitable similarity measure for robust matching of hologram patches under typical operating conditions. By analysis of typical user behavior during the examination of documents and holograms, a novel parametrization of an efficient user interface for hologram verification is found. The new design is evaluated in a user study and is found to reduce the temporal effort of the process to around 15 s, while using a larger number of views. The mobile prototype delivers perfect verification performance, even surpassing that of human individuals for the evaluated samples.
2 RELATED WORK

Security holograms show different patterns, depending on the viewing angle and sources of illumination, exploiting various physical phenomena such as diffraction or interference. Rainbow holograms can be viewed by using white light, letting the object appear in all spectral colors. Depending on the number of layers, 2D and 3D images or motion sequence (stereogram, kinegram) can be shown. A more natural appearance can be achieved with true color holograms. Related work on OVD can be divided into approaches suitable for capturing, reconstruction and inspection. Holograms require considerable interaction, even when manual inspection is carried out. Consequently, it is important to guide the user throughout the inspection process and to give appropriate feedback.

2.1 Hologram Capture, Reconstruction and Inspection

Capturing holograms is largely related to capturing a spatially varying bidirectional reflectance distribution function (SVBRDF). This 6D function characterizes the amount of radiance that is reflected at each surface point according to the viewing and lighting directions. Ren et al. describe a portable solution to SVBRDF measurement of flat surfaces using a mobile device, a BRDF chart and a linear light source [22]. Being based on an approach by Dong et al. [6], they locally reconstruct purely specular components which allows for arbitrary per-point variation of diffuse and specular parts. Jachnik et al. [16] conduct real-time surface light-field capture from a single handheld camera with fixed exposure, shutter and gain. They require a static planar scene and illumination and split diffuse and specular components, finally estimating an environment map. They rely on a guidance component in the form of a colored hemisphere, which indicates whether a pixel has already been seen from a particular viewing direction. Being designed for mobile verification, the proposed approach does not require capturing the entire representation, but only a subset of relevant patches. Although the BRDF is not explicitly modeled, sharp changes in appearance as well as the necessary detail in the spatial domain can be preserved. Hartl et al. [9] detect holograms on arbitrary documents by analysis of a registered stack of document images obtained during interaction with a mobile AR setup. This approach does not require prior knowledge about document location or content and is suitable for real-time operation on off-the-shelf smartphones. They also describe a gaming scenario as an alternative method for gathering image data relevant to hologram detection.

The reconstruction of 3D information from holograms is usually connected to digital holography, where an image sensor is used for recording interference patterns, instead of a photo-platter. Buraga-Lefebvre et al. [3] analyze the diffraction pattern on a hologram (in-line holography) using the wavelet transform in order to reconstruct the location of small particles in 3D. Their setup requires a laser source, a movable hologram, a relay lens and a camera. They state that diffraction can be treated as a convolution between the amplitude distribution in the object plane and a family of Wavelet functions. In contrast to previous approaches, no focusing on individual particles is required, improving overall accuracy. Amplitude reconstructions of holograms are shown by Pitkäho to be suitable for gaining a depth image using stereo reconstruction [20].

Pramila et al. [21] segment the watermark of a dual-layer hologram. Recording is done using a camera and a uniform light source, facing towards a tilt-able plane containing the hologram. They note that the result is very sensitive to the angle of the plane. Holographic patterns are identified from a printed page by Janucki et al. [17]. They create a Wavelet approximation of the intensity distribution of the hologram and use a Wiener filter to eliminate the influence of non-uniform background. This setup is also suitable for quality estimation of a holographic device. Automatic inspection systems for holograms can use sets of patterns illuminated with multiple IR LEDs on a hemisphere [18], [19]. Images are captured with a CCD camera at controlled illumination angle, and correlation-based matching is carried out in the frequency domain. They extend the system with a correction of rotation angles and evaluate it with two Korean banknotes. Soukup et al. [25] sample the BRDF of a diffractive optically variable image device (DOVID) using photometric stereo and light-field-based methods. For this purpose, they propose a tailored feature descriptor which is robust against several expected sources of inaccuracy, but still specific enough for the given task. They demonstrate their approach on the practical task of automated discrimination between genuine and counterfeited DOVID on banknotes.

Hartl et al. have demonstrated the feasibility of capturing and verifying holograms in a mobile AR setting.
using an off-the-shelf mobile device [11]. By using the built-in flashlight of the device as a dominant light-source, the appearance of reference patches can be reproduced in a mobile context. Still, this approach requires manual matching of recorded patches by the user. Compared with a reference manual, this approach takes a lot of time and involves heavy physical and cognitive load for the operator. The user is guided towards the required poses using a complex alignment-based user interface, where most parts are augmented onto the target. Proper alignment requires pointing at the base of the reference viewing ray, looking into its direction (iron sights) and adjusting the distance using two appropriately scaled circles at the base and top of the ray. Finally, the orientation around the viewing ray must be matched (virtual horizon).

### 2.2 User Guidance and Visualization

Since holograms differ in appearance depending on the viewing direction and the presence of light sources in the environment, it is reasonable to guide the user through the inspection process and give appropriate feedback. Thus, the presentation of information with respect to the real world and guidance for the user deserve special attention. There is a variety of work on guiding the user within a small workspace.

User guidance can be approached by visualization of the view alignment error concerning a given reference pose. Examples are surgical scenarios, where colored augmented coordinate systems are used for easier navigation of the end effector [5]. Pyramidal frustums can also serve as a means of guidance for navigation. This can be seen as a geometric representation of the camera at the time of capture [24]. This approach is used for real-time visual guidance for accurate alignment of an ultrasound probe by Sun et al. [27]. After tracking artificial skin features for probe localization, virtual guidance for 6 DoF alignment is provided via an augmented virtual pyramid. Such a pyramidal representation is also related to the Omnidirectional Funnel [2], which is useful for calling attention. Bae et al. [1] use visual guidance for re-photography. They analyze the camera image to determine if a sufficiently similar image was captured. Three visualizations are presented for alignment. First, a 2D arrow indicates the required direction of movement w.r.t. a top-down camera viewpoint. Second, this information is also indicated concerning a back-front camera viewpoint. Finally, they visualize edges for adjustment and feedback of the current camera orientation. Heger et al. [14] perform user-interactive registration of bone with A-mode ultrasound. The pointer is mechanically tracked and a 2D-indicator is used to provide visual feedback about the deviation from the surface normal during alignment of the transducer to the local bone surface.

Alternatively, guidance can be achieved by visualization of a constrained navigation space. Shingu et al. [23] create AR visualizations for re-photography tasks. They use a sphere as a pointing indicator along with a half-transparent cone having its apex at the sphere as an indicator of viewing direction. Once the viewpoint is inside the cone, it is not visible anymore. The sphere changes its color when it is fully visible. This corresponds to a valid recording position.

Sukan et al. [26] propose a wider range of look-from and look-at volumes for guiding the user to a constrained set of viewing positions and orientations, not counting roll (ParaFrustum). This can be realized as an in-situ visualization or via non-augmented gauges. In the in-situ variant, the transparency of volumes is modulated depending on the distance and orientation of the current pose. In addition, the general representation of the look-at volume is also changed. Although constrained navigation for inspection tasks is similar, the mobile capture of holograms requires the user not only to enter, but to explore such space in order to get suitable image data.

In this paper we pick up the idea of an efficient navigation approach in small workspaces [10]. In contrast to previous work, we propose a more natural parametrization by analysis of typical user behavior during document inspection. This defines a constrained navigation space which is tailored towards automatic exploration by the user during interaction with the document. In addition, we use a different similarity measure for matching hologram patches, which is shown to be more robust under typical operating conditions.

### 3 Method Overview

Hologram verification can be seen as a subtask within a document verification process. In the following, we describe a setup for capturing reference data from holograms along with a matching approach that can be used for automatic verification at runtime. Such information can be used in a mobile application for interactive document verification, which performs classification, tracking and augmentation of relevant information (see Figure 2). This allows to select the correct reference information for hologram verification and to make sure that the element is observed from the correct viewpoint. An implementation of this setup serves as a basic building block for goal-oriented mobile hologram verification with appropriate user guidance and visualization.

#### 3.1 Preprocessing

**Capturing Reference Data** With moderate ambient light, the appearance of a hologram is largely dominated by using the LED flashlight of mobile devices. This essentially means that the workspace consists of a hemisphere centered at the hologram on the document. We use an industrial robot (Mitsubishi MELFA) for capturing all relevant appearances of a view-dependent element. This allows reliable sampling of holograms and eliminates undesired human influence. We spatially sample a hemispherical space using the robot and remotely control the device. We capture the current
video image and the corresponding pose for each position on the hemisphere.

We assume the hologram to be planar and project its bounding box into the image using the recorded pose. We estimate an image transformation with respect to the hologram region on the undistorted template and subsequently warp the sub-image containing the hologram. For increased accuracy, we perform an additional registration step using the template of the document before extraction and rectification of the corresponding patch. The result is a set of registered image patches that represent all observable appearances of the current hologram.

**View Selection** For successful verification, a series of representative views must be selected using reference information available from the manufacturer or by systematic recording of the hologram and thorough analysis of the captured image data. The choice of reference poses obviously depends on the hologram (e.g., number of transitions) and is constrained by the particular setup being used. We exclude all data recorded < 5° and > 55° away from the orthogonal view in order to avoid artifacts caused by oblique views and tracking failure. From the perspective of security, it seems reasonable to select very different patches having small distances in space. For reasons of usability, a small amount of stable views seems preferable. As a lower bound, at least two visually different views recorded from sufficiently different viewing direction are required. It is reasonable to also consider the typical behavior of users when inspecting documents during view selection (see Section 4.2).

### 3.2 Runtime Processing

**Classification and Tracking** The first step in document verification, the identification of the document type, can be achieved by manual selection or by computing the class of the document using a current image. We use visual search running entirely on the mobile device. This avoids the transfer of sensitive information across networks and reduces latency [13]. Afterward, associated reference data relevant to the verification process can be loaded. Tracking works in real-time directly on the mobile device, using natural features obtained from an exemplary template selected during the previous process [29]. In order to allow the verification of slightly bent documents, tracking poses are smoothed in a small ring buffer. Available reference information can be represented by an initial augmentation, providing instant feedback on the presence and location of relevant security features for manual verification (see Figure 3). For increased robustness, the document region can be detected before the actual classification step [12].

**Matching** Verification of selected reference data demands a suitable similarity measure, which may be used on-line for verification. In an initial iteration we employed normalized cross correlation (NCC) for matching, which was shown to perform reasonably within a feasibility study on hologram verification [11], but did not perform well in a more general setting [10]. In the following, an analysis regarding the performance of different similarity measures is provided in order to find a better basis for automatic matching of patch data obtained from holograms.

We evaluate a series of similarity measures on holograms recorded with the Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone (see Figure 4). In each case, an original, a copy and a substitute were recorded under typical office conditions using the built-in flashlight as a dominant light-source. The settings for the recordings included an office room with light switched off, fluorescent light and the hallway in front of it, which has more daylight influence.

We evaluated several similarity measures such as Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) and NCC, which are often used for stereo matching [15]. Due to the requirement of correspondence regarding human perception, Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [30] and Edge-based Structural Similarity (ESSIM) [4] are also included. Additionally, we evaluate SSIM with color patches by reporting the minimum value over all channels (CSSIM). We also perform linear scaling of matching scores using coefficients obtained by analysis of all recorded patch data of a hologram and optionally employ shape matching [7] in order to get rid of false positives (see Figure 2). Certain holograms (e.g., rainbow) show a large variety of colors, which leads to noisy measurements. From our experience, Median pre-filtering of patches with a 3x3 kernel can be used to improve robustness in this case.

Evaluation is carried out as a binary classification task on each reference view of every hologram. The task is to assign the correct class to each recorded patch from an original, copied or substitute hologram based on pair-wise matching. The required matching thresholds are selected automatically based on the difference in scores between original and fake patches for each reference viewing direction. The recording position is considered by matching patches only if the pose...
lies within a certain orientation threshold concerning the reference pose. Neglecting this relationship is not desirable, since elements having the same appearance at different viewing positions could not be differentiated anymore. This would weaken the security of the proposed approach.

There are notable differences in patch recognition rate regarding the type of hologram, but also the associated metric (see Figure 5). SSIM-based metrics in general give better results than NCC and SAD. Overall, SSIM is stable, giving patch recognition rates of over 90% for holograms 3 and 4 and over 85% for the remaining ones. Hologram 1 is obviously most difficult to recognize regarding its originality (low SAD and NCC scores). We speculate that this is due to the large amount of rainbow colors present on its patches. As these results do not correspond to the matching performance evaluated within related work (see [10]), further investigation is required.

For robust matching, the margin of the classifier should be as large as possible. Mapping this to the current task, the relative difference of matching scores between originals and fakes should also be large. Normalized relative scoring distances depict considerable differences between the evaluated similarity measures, but also between different holograms (see Figure 5). SAD and NCC only span a very small range compared to SSIM-based measures. So, it is much more difficult to set a reasonable matching threshold for them than it is for SSIM. Based on these insights, it seems more promising to use SSIM for matching hologram patches instead of NCC. This is further backed up by results obtained from performing hologram verification using majority voting on individual patch matching results (see Figure 6). In this case, only SSIM allows to correctly recognize originals and fakes under typical office conditions.

We further investigated the patch matching performance for originals and fakes under optimal office conditions, when using different devices at runtime (see Figure 6). We observed stable verification performance for two off-the-shelf devices (Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge, LG Optimus 4X HD). However, the Xperia Z2 smartphone failed. Further investigation revealed a relatively weak LED light-source coupled with very different sensing characteristics. This device is not able to reproduce different appearances of hologram patches and, thus, cannot be used for hologram verification.

Viewpoint and flashlight act as triggers for different appearances. Consequently, an initial probing of the current lighting conditions before the actual verification task is required. When the exposure can be fixed on the mobile device, this can be achieved by activation of the flashlight and thresholding the relative amount of saturated pixels in order to reason about the dominance of the built-in light source. From our experience, without using the flashlight as a dominant light source, results are not repeatable.

4 INTERFACE DESIGN

In order to get reasonable input data for verification, the user should be supported throughout the image capture process. An obvious approach is to guide the user to align the mobile device with exactly those view points which are associated with the selected reference data. Alternatively, a portion of space can be visualized for sampling by the user, which requires coverage of a larger region instead of given positions. Combining both approaches leads to a hybrid variant, which uses a comparatively small region for sampling relevant data. The hybrid user interface was evaluated to be overall the fastest one, taking around 40 s for sampling a single hologram [10]. In addition, final decisions by the human operators took approximately another 20 s. However, the success rate of the system was only around 73%, which corresponds to a rate of 90% when treating neutral decisions as correct. This is still a long time span and, together with the non-optimal success rate, such an approach is probably not feasible for a quick check in a real-world situation. It must be noted that users communicated a preference for a constrained navigation approach despite not being the fastest one.

We believe that a more user-friendly parametrization of the hybrid interface together with the updated similarity metric for automatic matching can make hologram verification more accessible to laypeople using off-the-shelf mobile devices. In the following the hybrid user interface will be revisited and then re-parametrized based upon information gained from observing users during document capture.

4.1 Concept and Graphical Representation

The initial step guides the user to point at the hologram as required by the recording setup. We provide guidance using an animated rubber band, which shows a moving arrow, once outside a given radius from the element (see Figure 7). Then, the capture distance needs to be adjusted as a starting
point for an auto-focus operation, so that the assumption about the flashlight being the dominant light-source holds. For this purpose, we scale the entire widget and require the user to adjust the distance, so that the outer ring of the widget stays within the given distance bounds.

Orientation Map In favor of efficiently treating both originals and fakes, the user should be guided towards different viewing directions or ranges. We propose a 2D orientation map (projection of the conic space) [14] for this task. It is divided into slices that are aligned on one or more tracks. The current position on the map is visualized by a cursor, and the current slice is also highlighted. The cursor position is corrected by the target orientation, so that the movement direction always corresponds to the orientation of the device (see Figures 7, 8). Depending on the selection of reference views, several slices need to be sampled. It is generally not sufficient to just capture a single shot inside each slice. We record several shots per slice that differ at least by a given angle threshold. The exact amount is automatically calculated, taking into account the area of the slice. Consequently, the user can move freely inside the pie slices during the process (constrained navigation). Small arrows around the cursor serve as movement indicators. Whenever the user remains static inside a non-completed slice, flashing arrows remind to move on. The upper arc defined by a (sub-) slice is used as a completion indicator, which switches from red to green with increasing slice coverage.

Circular Regions The location of reference views cannot be mapped straightforward to pie slices. It may be necessary to associate several pie slices with a single reference view, increasing the amount of slices to be checked. Since the number is generally much lower than the total number of pie slices, we use small regions on the augmented map around reference locations, which also serve as local completion indicators (see Figure 8).

If several circular regions with larger distance between them regarding orientation are selected, the hybrid interface moves towards an alignment approach. This is not desirable for the task at hand [10]. Using several circular regions close to each other, the hybrid interface can mimic properties of a constrained navigation space. In the current implementation, multiple regions can be affected during image capture by the current pose. This is indicated by visual overlap of circular regions.

During the capture process, automatic matching with reference information is carried out and the results are presented afterward in a summary. This allows an additional inspection of the recorded images by the user (see Figure 1).

4.2 User-Oriented Parametrization
Typical User Behavior With the goal of further reducing temporal effort, the selection of reference views to be checked becomes increasingly important. A selection focusing solely on differences in appearance (as used in a printed or digital manual) could be disadvantageous for mobile applications, since a large range in orientation needs to be spanned by the user. In contrast, a reasonable spatial positioning of reference views could reduce task completion time.

We conducted an experiment in order to gain more insights about the typical behavior of laypersons when recording documents on mobile devices for the purpose of inspection. In the first part of the experiment, participants were asked to record a self-made sample of an ID-document using the Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone for as long as they deemed appropriate. During recording, the document was tracked, and the pose and video information was logged onto the device including the corresponding timestamps. Users were asked to look specifically at the hologram through the mobile device within two trials. In the first case, users were asked to record the hologram with the document in hand, while in the second case, the document was placed on a table. In order to avoid learning effects, we balanced the order of trials among the participants.

During both trials of hologram inspection, users looked at the hologram and started to tilt the document or the device. On average, users were sampling the hologram in these scenarios for around 33 s (M=33.35, SD=13.59). Changes in orientation in general took place roughly along the vertical and horizontal axes. However, there is a notable difference in behavior, depending on whether the document is in hand or on the table (see Figure 9). While, in the first case, mainly vertical movements are made into both directions, in the second case, orientation changes take place in the lower direction and to the side (less distinct). The latter seems reasonable, since, otherwise, the user would move the screen of the device away from the field of vision. It must be noted that in the first case, the majority of users tried
Fig. 9. Orientation changes during hologram inspection were considered with the document held in hand (left) and with the document kept on a table (right). This corresponds to tilting the document roughly in the vertical and also in the horizontal direction. In the first case, users did not move the document exactly in the vertical direction. This can also be seen by the visualized Eigenvectors (red and blue lines).

Fig. 10. Alternative layout of reference views (orientation) for hologram verification on movement paths. Reference views should be placed on a vertical path, making the device face towards the user in case the document is lying on a surface (dark-blue circles).

to fix the device in one hand and only tilted the document. From the visualization of the corresponding Eigenvectors it is evident that users did not move the document exactly in the vertical direction, when holding it in their hand, but also rotated it slightly.

Alternative View Selection With the insights gained in the previous experiment, it seems reasonable that the layout of reference views conforms with typical movements of users when examining holograms. In order to allow the inspection of a hologram regardless of whether the document is lying on a desk or held in hand, reference views should be placed in the lower vertical direction of the orientation space (see Figure 10). Due to the observed movement along a path, it also seems reasonable to use a sequence of patterns for verification instead of single spots. In this case, more data is available for matching, which could lead to more robust decisions by the system.

In the following the alternative distribution of reference views is evaluated in a user study regarding accuracy and task completion time. In this case, more reference information is used for matching, while still requiring only small movements by the operator, resulting in low temporal effort and high verification performance.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We integrated SSIM for matching into the mobile prototype for hologram verification and selected an alternative layout of reference views for the samples used in the patch matching experiment according to typical user behavior (see Figure 1). This prototype was then used in a study with the goal to evaluate the accuracy of decisions by the modified and re-parametrized system as well as the temporal effort concerning image capture and decisions.

5.1 Study Design and Procedure

Participants were informed about the study purpose and length, followed by a short investigation of demographic data. Then, a training phase was started in order to make the participant familiar with the checking procedure using a fake and an original document. Afterward, four pairs of documents (original, substitute - see Figure 4) had to be checked using the proposed approach. We rotated the sequence of these documents with each participant. During this process, relevant data such as timestamps for various actions, matching scores and system/user decisions on validity were recorded. After each hologram, the users were questioned about their own decision on validity. We consider this a realistic scenario in which the user remains responsible for the final assessment, regardless of the tool being used. After all runs, they were asked to rate the process as a whole and to give comments regarding their experience. For reasons of privacy, only specimen documents were used in our study.

Altogether, 24 users participated in the study (2 female, age M = 29.54, SD = 5.54). All but one user reported to own a smartphone for at least one year. In general, they described their affinity to technology as high to very high. Half of the participants reported to never have examined a hologram.

5.2 Findings and Discussion

Holograms can be assessed by the system immediately after image capture, which takes approximately 15 seconds (M=14.97, SD=8.59). A subsequent decision by the user takes another 20 s (M = 20.07, SD = 15.17, see Figure 11). One-way within subjects ANOVA revealed no significant effect of hologram on capture time, but on decision time (F(7,184) = 2.46, p = 0.0196). Multiple pairwise post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction for hologram revealed that the decision time for hologram 1-ø (M = 27, SD = 19.99) was significantly different from hologram 1-f (M = 12.83, SD = 14.07). The system was able to assess the hologram correctly in all cases. Users were unsure about the validity of the hologram in 10.94% of all cases and proceeded to give a correct decision in 85.94% of all cases (see Table 1 for details on individual holograms).
Three users pointed out that they enjoyed using the application (e.g., ‘liked it’, ’good to use’). Around half of the users mentioned that it was not completely intuitive to use the application (e.g., ‘complicated’, ‘needs practice’, ‘steep learning curve’). One user suggested to use textual hints or a virtual example. Another user suggested to use the wire-frame of a 3D object for alignment or to augment a half-dome on top of the element. Two users mentioned issues with deciding on the validity of a hologram (e.g., ‘not clear, when patches are different’, ‘different colors are irritating’).

The modified selection of reference views leads to a reasonable checking time of 15 s when using the system. Due to the fact that three reference views were used instead of two, this is an encouraging result, which confirms that the actual selection is critical to the efficiency of the process.

While participants took another 20 s for coming up with their own decisions based on visual inspection of the recorded data, this is not relevant in our case, since the system always decided correctly. The significant difference in user decision time between Hologram 1-o and hologram 1-f (substitute) is very likely due to a larger visual difference for this pair regarding the original and the substitute. The lower accuracy achieved by the users (85.94%) gives room for speculation that laypeople cannot intuitively assess the evaluated holograms for themselves. Users in particular had issues assessing hologram 2-f (substitute) correctly, which is a rotated version of the original element. They were also rather unsure about the validity of Hologram 1-o, where the patterns are subject to a larger amount of color noise. Consequently, it seems reasonable to not bother laypeople with the summary of recorded images, except in ambiguous cases.

Several participants pointed out, that the interface was complicated to use. This is due to the complexity of the task, which requires simultaneous monitoring of several parameters and rather fine-grained navigation. This could be improved by using textual instructions or animations throughout the process.

It must be noted that the aforementioned selection of reference views, although natural for the user and beneficial regarding efficiency, may not be possible for arbitrary security elements. The reason is that the complete set of reference patterns does not necessarily become visible when recording with a flash-enabled mobile device and following the suggested path for orientation change (i.e., tilting downwards). Consequently, there is a need for specially designed security elements, which allow the aforementioned selection of viewing directions. This can be considered a realistic demand, since there are already elements on the market which approximately feature this property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hologram</th>
<th>1-o</th>
<th>1-f</th>
<th>2-o</th>
<th>2-f</th>
<th>3-o</th>
<th>3-f</th>
<th>4-o</th>
<th>4-f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct [%]</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong [%]</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**

User decisions for hologram inspection using originals and substitutes.

However, previous approaches suffered from high temporal effort and limited accuracy. In order to tackle these issues, we conducted an experiment on matching hologram patches in order to find a suitable similarity measure and modified the spatial distribution of reference views in order to mimic the typical behavior of users observed during document verification. The latter leads to a more user-friendly parametrization, defining a constrained navigation space within the original approach.

A subsequent user study using original and substitute holograms turned out that hologram capture can be done in approx. 15 s, where an automatic decision by the system follows immediately. Consequently, the distribution of reference views is critical for the efficiency of the process.

Conversely, decisions on validity made by the users, the system proved to be correct in all cases. From the results obtained in the original study and the evaluation of the improved prototype, it is evident that security elements should be designed with mobile verification by human operators in mind. The results obtained suggest that this would allow a very efficient check of security elements using off-the-shelf mobile devices, while no major changes in the basic production process are required.

Ideally, the type of device should be the same for capturing reference information and on-line verification. Our experiments revealed that for several devices, verification is still possible under optimal office conditions. While further invariance could be handled by using a machine-learning based approach for the comparison of patches, a reasonably large amount of training data is currently not available. Consequently, it lies in the responsibility of the actual implementation to detect the type of device and to retrieve the corresponding data for optimal matching performance.
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